Henry defends political realism

by Maria Gallagher
Saint Mary’s Editor

President Edward Henry of Saint Mary’s, himself a former politician, last night defended politics and politicians, speaking on “The Role of Ethics and Prudence in Politics” in Carroll Hall. Henry, former mayor of St. Cloud Minnesota, based his lecture on the hypothesis that “the politician both before and after he gets into office is a stange and little understood animal,” and attempted to present a case which would leave the audience with a “slightly less jaundiced picture of what makes the animal jump.”

Two opposing viewpoints, both extreme, contribute to a distortion of the politician proper image. Henry claimed. He is the target of schoolmarmists, and humanists alike who construe him as less than honorable; or else hold up as an example, a social reformer, or an individual responsible for “weirding interests not his own.”

politics of compromise

The real political being, while often appearing weak and a practitioner of the “politics of compromise,” may actually be exercising “political prudence” as established by Aristotle, observed Henry.

“Young people have exalted notions because they have not yet been humbled by life or learned its necessary limitations... they would always rather do noble deeds than useful ones,” quoted Henry from Aristotle.

He went on to establish that “Democratic politicians” produce pure solutions simply because it is in politics of consensus. And to get consensus, you compromise. And compromise results in settling down the logically best solution,” thereby rationalizing the position of the candidate who stays away from rigid policy statements.

Citing Leo Strauss, Henry noted that “Civil life is the arena in which the politician must win support; he must marry agreements and issues. To achieve this, Henry explained that “ab­ solute idealism... absolute cynicism” are to be avoided by the wise statesman.

Dr. Edward Henry “...the politician both before and after he gets into office is a strange and little un­ understood animal.”

absolute idealism

“The experienced politician and perhaps the most effective politician knows the traps of political campaigns and avoids them, while his less experienced adversary may well tilt with the windmill in true Don Quixote style,” Henry advised.

Survival versus values is a torment which the practicing statesman must live with, according to Henry. The difficulty, he feels, lies in recognizing how far one can go without being defeated or ineffective.

Henry then questioned if this was one of the problems George McGovern has run into.

The volatile question of reform: the dispelling of myths; the challenge of conventional wisdom which were so appealing to an elite in the primary became radical and up­ setting to the mass of the electorate later whose myths and prejudices are being prodded im­ prudently,” he noted.

Moving to the topic of ethics, Henry discussed its relation to prudence in that “the weighing of what is good or evil depends greatly on the conditions or circumstances surrounding the act.”

This he dwelled on at length, citing examples to illustrate how on occasion the common good can override moral motives.

“The politician does not operate in a vacuum, free of constraints, with great certain­ ness. He must examine the ethical and technical implications of proposed actions. Not only does he face the moral ambiguities present with inadequate information. Speed is the enemy of deliberation, but speed or dispatch is frequently the prerequisite for maintaining the morale of an organization or city or state or nation.”

honesty and dishonesty

Henry summarized his talk by concluding that honesty and dishonesty are seldom unam­ biguous, except in the classroom where the “uncomfortable and messy circumstances that worry the practicing politician can be dismissed in arriving at unambiguous and certain conclusions. Absolute justice assumes om­ niscience and total disinterestedness. However, human beings run government, not angels.”

“Men and measures in public life, therefore, are morally ambiguous. All public policy has a bitter-sweet character. In politics there is a constant battle between survival and advancement. To be pliable enough to survive in a campaign or within an organization and also to succeed in effectuating moral purpose — this is the glory and dilemma of public service.”

The talk was followed by commentary by Louis Tondreau and Richard Bohan of the SMC government department and a question-answer session. Henry drew a laugh when a student asked him whether he supported George McGovern, and he replied that it would be politically prudent to answer that question.

The lecture was one of a series entitled “The American Social Scene” co-sponsored by Education and Humanistic Studies Departments.

Residence halls to receive improvements

Jim Greaser
Staff Reporter

The residence halls will soon receive $5,100 to be used for hall improvements, as was revealed at the Hall Presidents Council meeting on Tuesday, October 31.

The major portion of the money will come directly from the University. It will be extended out to each hall on the basis of need and is to be used for hall renovation, according to Steve Jeselnick, executive coordinator of the HPC.

Each hall must present a proposal to University Treasurer, Fr. Jerome Wilson, with the approval of the hall rector. The proposal must include the specifics of the plan for renovation. Jeselnick quoted Wilson as saying that after the proposals were all submitted the money would be allocated “very shortly.”

The remaining $5,100 is the amount allocated to the Hall Life Fund by Student Government. Each hall must also submit a report stating how much money it spent and the funds will be used. The money cannot be used for “hall maintenance.” The committee to oversee the allocations will consist of Jeselnick, Butch Ward representing the Board of Commissioners, Fr. Andy Ciferni, Ron Paja, Fisher hall president, and Kevin Griffin, Grace hall president.

Appropriations by Thanksgiving

The hall proposals, Jeselnick said, must be submitted within the next two weeks and the amounts will probably be determined by the committee before Thanksgiving. He added that most of the proposals were already in.

Jeselnick said that the HPC is “hoping that the University would match an unrestricted grant of the same amount ($1,100) as they did last year.”

The Council also formed two committees on the subject of student housing for next year. The purpose of the first committee is to evaluate the stay hall system. Jeselnick said that they will examine “the benefits of the system and the support it gives to the community life at Notre Dame.” The members of the committee are Chris Biglione from Farley, Pat Mclaughlin from Pangborn, Fred Baranowski from Holy Cross, and Kim Magnotta from Bading.

The second committee will look for possible alternative methods of selection of who will have to room off-campus and who will remain on­campus. Greg Thomas from St. Ed’s, Rich Pyfer from Zahm, and Jeselnick are the members of this committee.

Questionnaire Explained

Mike Hess from the Student Government CHP committee also spoke to the council to explain the purpose of the CHP questionnaire that was distributed yesterday. Saying that they were not “on a witch hunt,” Hess explained their desire to find out what gripes the students had regarding the practices of profit-making organizations on campus.

It was then brought up that, on the questionnaire, Student Government should have been listed as one of the groups that students could have gripes against. It was also suggested that the results of the questionnaire should be examined carefully because of the probability that only the dissatisfied would fill out the form. This could possibly lead to a one sided view of student opinion.
Washington - Foreign minister Long Boret of Cambodia said Wednesday that he was "optimistic" about the future of his country after receiving a detailed briefing from Secretary of State Rogers on the current diplomatic efforts to settle the Indochina War. He refused to elaborate on his statement, but administration officials said that a key element in his discussion with Rogers concerned American efforts to halt the fighting in Cambodia and Laos as well as Vietnam.

Saigon - The United States command in Saigon reported that it had cut back sharply the number of B-52 missions over North and South Vietnam. Most of the heavy bombers were sent instead to attack communist troop positions and infiltration routes in both Laos and Cambodia.

New York - Ezra Pound, the controversial American-born poet who had a deep influence on writers and poets, died at the age of 87 in a Venice hospital. He was sympathetic to Hitler and Mussolini during World War II, and was committed to a mental hospital in the United States for the years after the war.

New York - Sen. George McGovern, campaigning in New York city's garment center, told a crowd estimated at 20,000 that, the Nixon administration had made "undercover deals" with big business but had"nothing" for more than five million unemployed Americans.

Washington - President Nixon described himself in a campaign radio speech as the most generous spender in history on urban problems. He said that while his predecessors had fruitlessly spent billions on the problems of cities, he had spent even more but had made it count because he had cut red tape and decentralized decision-making and restored power to local authorities.

**World Briefs**

McGovern workers going to Michigan

Believing that the election in Michigan will be carried either way by 5,000 votes, the Notre Dame-St. Mary's Students for McGovern-Shriver plan to concentrate their efforts in the Michigan area.

The goal of their project is to work in Michigan from this weekend through election day in order to carry the state for McGovern. Joan Hartley and Dave Ipshin from the McGovern national staff have been in contact with the campus McGovern organization.

According to Hartley, "Michigan is extremely important to the McGovern campaign. We need Notre Dame students to help in this project. We will provide everything for this last concerted drive: transportation, housing, food, and parties. All the Notre Dame students must provide is their time."

**Cox to speak in South Bend**

President Nixon's son-in-law, Edward Cox, will appear in South Bend today to campaign for Republican congressional candidate Donald Newman.

A rally for Newman is scheduled to begin at 4:00 p.m. at Nixon headquarters at 169 N. Michigan (formerly Wyman's). Cox, the husband of Tricia Nixon, will be the featured speaker at the rally. County Chairman of the Young Voters for the President, Andrew Nickle, invited all Notre Dame-St. Mary's students to attend the rally.

**Waste treatment**

A new waste-water treatment method being evaluated at the University of Notre Dame will also be tested for its ability to kill viruses under a $22,480 grant from Telecommunication Industries, Inc. of Chicago.

Dr. Morris Pollard, director of the Chicago's satirical humor troupe
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**McGovern workers organize in Tom Dooley Room of LaFortune for Michigan trip.**

There will be three buse plans for the trip to Michigan. The first will leave Friday evening around 6:00 p.m., this group will work through the weekend and return on Sunday. The second bus provides for those students who want to stay from Friday night through election day. The final bus trip will be on election day and will depart Tuesday morning.
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Cuba places four hijackers under arrest

by Jeremiah O'Leary
11/2/72 Washington News-Post

Washington, Nov. 1 — The Government of Cuba, in an almost unprecedented formal note to the United States, has requested the extradition of the four accused hijackers who are under arrest. The note also asked for detailed information about the crimes with which they are linked.

A State Department spokesman said today the note arrived from Havana late Monday. The State Department, which has been linked recently to undercover hijacker maneuvers in the Washington area, has informed Washington that the four accused hijackers are under arrest.

The State Department spokesman said today the note arrived from Havana late Monday, via the Cuban Embassy in Washington, and officials regarded it as a "favorable" sign that a formal reply was received as quickly. "They usually don't respond to all," one official said.

The request by the Government of Fidel Castro was for more information about circumstances of the hijacking in Houston, Tex., of an Eastern Airlines jetliner, the murder of an airline employee when the plane was taken over, and the Arlington bank robbery in which two men died.

Arrival of the Cuban note caused a flurry of activity among State Department officials and authorities in Virginia and Texas.

Arlington police have obtained warrants charging murder in the bank case for Charles Tuller, 48, his son, Bryce, 19, and William W. Graham, a friend of the Tullers.

The request also asked for detailed information about the crimes with which they are linked.

Merger case rejected

Ruan, President of Ruan Transport Corp. in Des Moines, Iowa, has made the contribution through nine Nixon financial committees in mid-September.

Ruan, President of Ruan Transport Corp. in Des Moines, Iowa, has made the contribution through nine Nixon financial committees in mid-September. An I.C.C. hearing examiner rejected Ruan's bid to acquire the midwestern tanker trucking line of Eldon Miller, Inc., but the case is pending before a three-member I.C.C. panel including Nixon appointee W. Donald Brewer.

Brewer was part of the hierarchy of the persidential campaign as a top fund-raising aide to Nixon finance chairman Maurice H. Stans and Los Angeles lawyer Herbert W. Kalmbach. Nixon's personal fund-raiser who has been linked recently to undercover contributions and a secret slush fund.
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Science confab at SMC

Saint Mary's College, the host of the eighty-eighth annual meeting announces the final program for this meeting at the College, November 24, 1972.

At 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, November 3 the Executive Committee will meet in Carroll Hall, Madeleva Memorial. Those attending include all current officers of the Indiana Academy of Science.

Friday, November 3 will begin with Divisional Meetings, held in Saint Mary's College classrooms. Various papers on topics pertaining to each division will be presented by professors from colleges and universities throughout the state of Indiana. There are thirteen divisions: Anthropology, Botany, Cell Biology, Chemistry, Ecology, Engineering, Entomology, Geography and Geology, Microbiology and Molecular Biology, Physics, Plant Taxonomy, Soil Science, Zoology.

At 2:00 p.m. on Friday, the General Session will be held in the Saint Mary's College Little Theatre, Dr. Otto K. Behrens, president. Dr. Edward L. Henry, President-Saint Mary's College, will welcome the Indiana Academy of Science.

Following Dr. Henry's remarks, Dr. Frank K. Edmondson, Goethe Link, Observatory, Indiana University, will present "The F's and W's in Math Pedagogy." Dr. Edmondson is the Indiana Association of Science Lecturer-of-the-Year. The public is invited to attend this lecture.

Friday evening will feature the Indiana Academy of Science Annual Banquet, held in the Saint Mary's College Dining Hall. At that time, Dr. Otto K. Behrens will deliver the Presidential Address: "Pharmaceutical Research: Its Contributions to Science and Medicine."

November 4, Saturday, Saint Mary's College will host the fortieth Annual Meeting of the Junior Academy of Science. The members are high school students from all over the state of Indiana, and represent the scientists of the future. Council meetings, tours and presentation of student prepared papers include some of their activities. The day's gathering will conclude with the presentation of the "Best-Boy," and "Best-Girl" Student Awards, Dr. Lawrence E. Poorman, of Indiana State University, State Director of Junior Academy of Science, presiding.

Simultaneously on Saturday, the Hoosier Association of Science Teachers will meet to discuss aspects of environmental education and various classroom instruction concepts. Miles Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana, is co-hosting this meeting with Saint Mary's College, on the College campus.

The Science Educators Division of the Indiana Academy of Science will meet to discuss science teaching trends and methods for elementary school teachers, and various aspects of high school science instruction.

The residents of Badin Hall surprised Fr. Hedburg Halloween night with a pumpkin and his old door from room 333 of Badin where Hedburg lived as an assistant rector more than 20 years ago. "There are a lot of memories here," commented the University President, as he held the time students removed the bolts from the hinges in anticipation of his return late one night. The girls plan to raise more money for the hall by raffling the door.

ATTENTION HEADS
Need Shaping Up?

Blunt Cuts
Precision Cuts
English Shags
Hair Reconditioning

We solve long hair problems!

All Services By Appointment

The Windjammer

1637 Lincoln Way W. Closed Mondays Phone 233-4677

SOCIAL COMMISSION PRESENTS A TRADITIONAL FRENZIED BRAWL UNLIMITED SUPPLY OF FUN LIVE MUSIC Hard Rock as well as 50's Rock 'n Roll FRIDAY at the South Bend Armory 8:30 - 12:30 TICKETS--$2.50 per person Available at North, South, SMC Dining Halls, Tonight and in the S.U. Ticket Office FREE BUS SERVICE AVAILABLE Schedule: Leave ND Circle: 8; 8:30; 9 Leave SMC: 8:05; 8:35; 9:05 Leave Armory: 11:30; 12; 12:30
Get it together.

BOONE'S FARM STRAWBERRY HILL, APPLE WINE & NATURAL STRAWBERRY & OTHER NATURAL FLAVORS. BOONE'S FARM, MODESTO, CALIFORNIA.
The White House denies that the study is under consideration; a natural move!

Who would admit to a serious study of something so fantastic to be taken serious. But one wonders. Every page of the study is stamped "Administratively Confidential" and an administrative assistant brought the study to Moorehead's subcommittee personally and, more importantly, anonymously. Suspicious circumstances for a supposedly rejected document.

What about Another One?

And even if the document released by Moorehead is a rejected one, the implication that an unrejected one still under consideration exists remains evident. Although the study was never presented to the Domestic Council, as David claims the mere idea that the government wanted to study the feasibility of wiring every house in the United States could be enough for all citizens to protest, and protest very vehemently. Even if the project was rejected, the fact that someone took the idea seriously enough to do a 300-page study on it, and the government took it seriously enough to consider it, before rejection is sufficient cause for an investigation into the matter.

The Nixon administration should publically announce the particulars of the study immediately. This country is certainly not ready for Big Brother, now or ever.
The Observer

Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh
A Program For Racial Justice

Part Three

Eliminate all inferior schools. In America, as in any association that discriminates in any way in hiring and promotion, quality is the byword. We must be shielded from any participation whatever in public funds, and particularly in those communities that tolerate only what maintains their white-majority situation. Public funds are for all the public and their expenditures and benefits must be color-blind.

So much of the social criticism one hears these days - even apart from campaign parleys - sounds daft, threatening, and depressing. I suppose that what I have written is also guilty of the same grayness. So I would like to conclude by suggesting that remaking our beloved America in its professed image can be adventurous, inspiring, exciting, even fun. We must be willing to shake the status quo when it is retrogressive, unjust and going nowhere. We have to be open to change and alert to the great values that inspired this land's beginning and led it to greatness. We cannot do all that I have proposed without leadership to inspire us, agreement of all our people and the will to do it together. We must put an end to the expenditure of political compromises that stiff projects to gain votes. Many will take part and end a fuller life if we do what we must. A few Americans should accept/remake, materiali...
The American electorate will wisely re-elect Richard Nixon as their President. The mandate for Nixon to become his President will be the result of his outstanding record of performance and the weakness of his opponent.

nixon analyzed

In analyzing the Nixon record, one should first reflect upon 1968, the year before he took office. Our city streets were burning and our country was expiring. We had the highest rate of inflation of any major industrial nation in the world. Crime was increasing at the frightening rate of 19 per cent a year. We were becoming increasingly bogged down in Vietnam, a quagmire with 500,000 troops in South Vietnam and casualties running as high as 300 a week. Our federal government offered so real direction in combating the growing inflation crisis. Bipartisanship affairs were developed and evolved out of crisis. Domestic violence was lacking direction, leadership, and hope. A feeling of frustration permeated the American culture.

In less than four years, Richard Nixon has restored direction to national policies. His strong standing among the electorate is not the result of nicely delivered rhetoric, but rather of landmark achievements. Look at the record will help explain.

The 19 per cent increase in crime Nixon inherited has been curtailed. The latest statistics indicate that over one half of our major cities are actually experiencing decreasing in serious crimes. Washington, D.C. saw its crime rate decrease 36 per cent in the first six months of this year.

Six largest cities the number of serious crimes was reduced 6 per cent. The Nixon Administration initiated extensive anti-crime legislation and increased federal expenditures in these are by 36 per cent.

To protect our environment, the Nixon Administration created the first federal watchdog to defend our quality of life - the Environmental Protection Agency. By next year, federal expenditures will be more than five times the amount spent in 1969. The President concluded joint agreements to protect our environment with Canada and Russia. It's also interesting to note that more polluters have been prosecuted in three and a half years under this Administration than during all the demented predecessors.

In helping minorities and women, Nixon has put more women, blacks, and young people in top government positions than any other President in history. He has appointed three times as many women to top political posts, in less than four years, than Kennedy and Johnson did in 8 years. One of the first members of this largest administration is a minority group member. The theme among other themes, I want to point out in any other Administration we ever have ever had. I want to point out, the general administration of our federal programs to help all American citizens, the black college. The black college is an important step towards reducing poverty and raising education standards in the 60's.

The black student in the south went to all black schools - today number has been reduced to 9 per cent.

Economically, Nixon leadership has restored a sound foundation to potentially unstable conditions. He reduced the highest rate of inflation in the world among industrial nations, 6.1 per cent, to the lowest rate in the world, 2.9 per cent. For the first time in many years, workers' real earnings have risen sharply, as they increased 3 per cent last year. Our GNP increased 5.6 per cent in the last year, which amounts to the highest rate of growth in the world among the industrial nations, including Japan. More people are now employed than ever before.

For those who hold out renumbering our national priorities, please note that in 1968, Nixon announced that the nation's budget for defense and 45 per cent for human resources. The President proposed bold domestic reforms throughout his Administration. Among his many proposals were revenue sharing, welfare reform, government reform. The draft is to draft and to then all volunteer army, and post office reorganization.

In foreign policy, President Nixon maintained a new era of negotiations with our allies and foes alike when he took office. On January 25, 1969, he announced his first President to visit China, where he began to redefine relationships that had been virtually unchanged for 23 years. Nixon is the first President to visit China since he signed historic agreements to limit arms and reduce tensions. While long time foes have been the result of nice delivered rhetoric, but rather of landmark achievements. Look at the record will help explain.
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Letters...

gay rapping

Editor:

We are a group of gay Notre Dame students, who are interested in gathering together, to discuss our exciting gay problems. We are aware of the great need for action. Often times an individual, when he begins to investigate his own sexual identity, and his overall identity, considers the prevalent social taboos that presently exist at Notre Dame, we feel that it would be beneficial, if we gathered together and exchanged ideas and views, in private settings. Within the confines of this group, we hope to increase our awareness, and encourage all who are interested. It should be stressed that we are a private group, with no intention of becoming involved in any sort of public movement. We recognize the dangers of notoriety, and we choose to find our strength within ourselves, rather than to try to force our views and lifestyle upon society.

signature withheld on request

Any person within the N.D.- N.M.C. community interested in participating in group discussions or meetings, may write:

GAY AWARENESS (G.A.)
Student Government
P.O. Box Q
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

Any information received will be kept strictly confidential.

pro-Nixon

Editor:

Your editorial endorsing Sen. George McGovern for President consisted of an unfair comparison between McGovern, portrayed as an "antivar" advocate, and President Nixon, whom you ascribed a "pro-war" attitude. If, instead, you had focused your attention on the personal qualities of each man, I am sure Nixon would have said the same of each, in his own defense.

Ten years ago George McGovern supported the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, which allowed the president to use all necessary force to deal with the Vietnam conflict. Throughout the sixties he voted in favor of every military appropriation bill, thus supporting all of the funding of the war up to that time.

Editor Richard Nixon. He inherited the war from the previous Democratic Administrations. He promised to end it. He also promised to respect our commitment to guarantee self-determination for the people of South Vietnam. In three and one half years he has removed over 500,000 troops, or over 50 per cent of the troops that were in Vietnam when he took office.

Your editorial declared as a matter of fact that Nixon could have ended the war in 90 days after he took office. Are you that naive of what "what would have happened?" The South Vietnamese Army is immorally more capable and confident now that it was when Nixon took office. The mining of the harbors and the bombing of the North has hurt the North Vietnamese. Perhaps more important is the fact that Nixon has consistently shown that he will not acquiesce, while the South Vietnamese, with Russian and Chinese support, overran the South.

Your editorial implies that the present peace negotiations are the first attempt of Nixon to settle the war. Do you forget the occasions in the past when he had offered to withdraw U.S. troops and return insiders only if U.S. and South Vietnamese prisoners would likewise be released, North Vietnamese troops return home, and an international body be allowed to conduct free elections? North Vietnam has always refused such proposals in the past. Why do they seem to welcome peace now? Nixon’s visits to China and Russia, coupled with our mining of harbors and bombing of the North, and in light of the improved capability of the South Vietnamese Army have now, after ten years of fighting, finally compelled the North Vietnamese Army have now, after ten years of fighting, finally compelled the North Vietnamese Army have now, after ten years of fighting, finally compelled the North Vietnamese Army have now, after ten years of fighting, finally compelled the North Vietnamese Army have now, after ten years of fighting, finally compelled the North Vietnamese Army... every thing has changed since Nixon took office.

It is remarkable how you passed over the domestic achievements of the Nixon administration. He has put four, competent, experienced lawyers on the Supreme Court. And, although much is said about alleged lawyers on the Supreme Court. And, although much is said about (or else...) the purchase power of the average American has increased since Nixon took office.

Unlike the Editorial Board of the Chicago American, which American voter recognizes that President Nixon is the haberdash, non-critical, naive, inconsistent candidate that Sen. George McGovern has shown himself to be. Nixon doesn’t try to impress Americans with his speeches and personality, but rather with his actions. His record stands unchallenged by George McGovern.

Stephen Kane
335 Farley

COUP guilty?

Editor:

In the editorial of November 1 Jerry Latkus and John Abode were quite receptive to the idea of investigating certain halls and organizations around campus which reap profits at the expense of students. The problem of suspicion intermixed with the investigations is a serious one and you should expect me to share yours. But disagreement gives you no reason to blame the availability of birth control and venereal disease information. You can be secure in your moral views by remembering that condoning a Birth Control Center is not condoning sexual activity (low and immoral that it is). I’m obliged to end on a note not intended to be violent or condemning, but only very sincere. I feel sorry for you Theresa, for I think you are the one with the closed mind.

Sincerely,
Randy Sayers

licentious

Editor:

Please record my vote against the licentious. My ads you occasionally allow to appear in the pages of The Observer. Thank you.

Michael Jones
807 N. Hill
South Bend, Indiana 46617

ms. and mags

Editor:

In response to Theresa Ferro’s rebuttal of Bob Higgins article.

On first reading Theresa’s letter I was amazed by both the excellence and the irony was too good. Amazingly I found myself thinking of what Bob himself said. "If you are not a anti-war person then you do not have a right to criticize our young men who fight."

But suddenly I realized that the irony was too good. It was too good. Enough, Theresa was completely correct. Actually that made her letter even more humorous.

To Theresa I might say that she missed a major point of Bob’s article, i.e. availability of birth control and venereal disease information is not advocacy of pre-marital sex (low and immoral that it is). I have never read an article that said.”

On the other hand, the right to choose his or her own morality views and live accordingly. This right naturally implies the right to any and all information necessary to them.

Theresa, I would no more expect you to share my moral views than you would expect me to share yours. But disagreement gives you no reason to blame the availability of birth control and venereal disease information. You can be secure in your moral views by remembering that condoning a Birth Control Center is not condoning sexual activity (low and immoral that it is). I’m obliged to end on a note not intended to be violent or condemning, but only very sincere. I feel sorry for you Theresa, for I think you are the one with the closed mind.

Sincerely,
Randy Sayers

morals, etc.

Editor:

In response to Theresa Ferro’s rebuttal of Bob Higgins article.

On first reading Theresa’s letter I was amazed by both the excellence and the irony was too good. Amazingly I found myself thinking of what Bob himself said. "If you are not a anti-war person then you do not have a right to criticize our young men who fight."

But suddenly I realized that the irony was too good. It was too good. Enough, Theresa was completely correct. Actually that made her letter even more humorous.

To Theresa I might say that she missed a major point of Bob’s article, i.e. availability of birth control and venereal disease information is not advocacy of pre-marital sex (low and immoral that it is). I have never read an article that said.”

On the other hand, the right to choose his or her own morality views and live accordingly. This right naturally implies the right to any and all information necessary to them.

Theresa, I would no more expect you to share my moral views than you would expect me to share yours. But disagreement gives you no reason to blame the availability of birth control and venereal disease information. You can be secure in your moral views by remembering that condoning a Birth Control Center is not condoning sexual activity (low and immoral that it is). I’m obliged to end on a note not intended to be violent or condemning, but only very sincere. I feel sorry for you Theresa, for I think you are the one with the closed mind.

Sincerely,
Randy Sayers

WHAT IS WATCHING TV FOOTBALL WITHOUT BEER?

Come in and and check out these football beer specials!

Special on quarts of:
Meister Brau—Carling’s Black Label
Stroh’s—Old Milwaukee

Special on cases of:
Pfeifer’s—Goebel’s—Braumeister
Special on 8-pack of Schlitz
Special on 12-pack of:
Carlings—Pabst—Falstaff

Special on Six-packs of:
Milwaukee’s Best—Goebel’s—Buckhorn—
Edelweiss

TOWN & COUNTRY LIQUOR
Town and Country Shopping Center
See us for all your party needs and supplies.
Eastern’s Leisure Class.
Sometimes it’s Coach. Sometimes it’s First Class.
Sometimes it’s Free.

Usually you pay Youth Fare and you get a seat in Coach.
After you buy a Leisure Class ticket at the regular Youth Fare, any of three things can happen.
Since Leisure Class is a Conditional Reservation, it’s possible you won’t get on the flight you made a reservation for. But, if you do, you’ll usually get a seat in Coach.

If Coach is full and First Class isn’t, you get First Class.
You’ll get a seat in First Class. Drink First Class drinks and enjoy First Class service.
And you still enjoy the Youth Fare.
11% of all the people who bought a Leisure Class ticket last year got a First Class seat.

If the plane is full, you spend time waiting but no money flying.
You get a seat in the lobby. Then we refund your money and send you off on our next flight with an available seat. Free.
We invented Leisure Class to solve the age-old airline problem of “no shows” (people who make reservations, but don’t show up for the flight). Since Leisure Class saves us the money we would lose on “no shows,” we don’t mind letting Leisure Class passengers save their money when everybody does show up.
Last year, 95% of the people who bought a Leisure Class ticket got on the plane they wanted.
The rest (over 12,000 people) got a free ride.
To qualify, just make a Leisure Class reservation as you would a reservation for First or Coach. Then, be at the boarding gate with your Leisure Class ticket 20 minutes before flight time.
If you have to wait for a flight with an available seat, it might be anywhere from several minutes to several hours. Of course, the number of Leisure Class reservations is limited per flight and not available on all our flights to all destinations or on all fares. Nor when the plane itself is grounded due to equipment, substitutions or failures or weather conditions.
So call Eastern Airlines at 232-7913. Or call your travel agent. They’re the only ones who can tell you about Leisure Class.

EASTERN The Wings of Man.
Fr. Schlaver stresses importance of volunteers

On a campus of many busy offices, one seldom notices the creation of a new one. Fr. David Schlaver, director of volunteer services, has such an office behind the door marked "Student Activities" in LaFortune Student Center.

The essential need for central coordination and direction of volunteers has become clearer in the past few years as student participation grew well over the 100 mark recently. Fr. Schlaver spoke of special service projects in the South Bend community. Continuity from year to year in the projects themselves and their relationship with the local community had been a small task for the student project leaders. The establishment of Schlaver's office to handle the immediate daily requests for volunteers, for advice on funding, transportation, training and feedback, seemed the next logical step to Notre Dame's volunteer involvement.

No stranger to Notre Dame, Schlaver is a "double doorer" (B.A. '66, M. Th. '69) who after studying overseas spent a year as an assistant at Christ the King Parish. He returned to Notre Dame this fall to fill his current position and to become rector of Dillon Hall.

Schlaver is pleased with the student response so far, including the cooperation of most of the project leaders and the generosity of individuals who have volunteered for special projects both on and off campus. "Activities such as the Football Ticket Exchange and Harty Basketball Game are also handled through his office.

At present he sees a need to publicize what is happening at Notre Dame and St. Mary's in the area of volunteer services. He would like it known that his office is available for students who are interested in getting involved in some project, and to aid the ongoing projects in their efforts.

"Now that the main projects are underway for this year," Schlaver says, "we can start evaluating, initiating, and plugging into other needs around South Bend." He gets frequent calls from downtown agencies that need help in various projects, ranging from "baby-sitting to furniture moving.

To solve these requests he has relied on a few individuals and groups who seem to reach out like more people who might be interested.

The image of the Notre Dame-St. Mary's student is quite high around South Bend," according to Schlaver. "And I would say it is primarily due to the energy and willingness of the Notre Dame volunteers."

He emphasizes that the faculty has always played an important role in the training and encouragement of volunteers. He hopes to expand faculty interest and hopefully alumni interest as well.

Students and faculty members who would like to discuss volunteer work or aspects of the volunteer programs with Fr. Schlaver are invited to contact him in LaFortune - 7286.

Fr. David Schlaver discusses various projects that volunteers are involved in.

Notices
Sports car club now being formed. Call Phil 372944. amateurs.
Anyone who has rides to offer for any weekend please call The Observer at 7418. JM.
HELP for helplessness, with help, money, or health. Call to Life, Inc. 230-499.
Europe Over Christmas! Fly with the best. By ROAC 5213 round trip! British Overseas Airways Corp. Call Clark 683-880 for details.
No commercials for two hours, every Thursday and Friday on WSB 990 pm. CSNAY Fri. at 12 am. Roman Catholic, Queenie's and Pamber's books.
OFF CAMPUS PARTY by C.J., Jim, Bob and Jo, Saturday Nov. 4 8 pm Turnback. Go to Corby, and block past Frances, and go right for two blocks to Turnback E everyone invited, especially women. Call Trudy 830 for LIDE and reservations.
Small, informal weekend with a unique group of American Franciscan friars dedicated to Christian Unity. Nov. 13-15. Call 1371 or 1384.
Duck Soup on the menu-Friday night & St. Lawrence's Tavern 75 cents per person also hot cars the Spanish six and older.
FOR RENT
Want to live off campus second semester 9 room house 41+3-2 bedroom. J. S. Bar, South Bend. 5 or 6 men $45 per month, 700 526.
FOR SALE
7' radial snow tires 18.14-8 on per cap head. Call 739 or 235 6828.
Kirschel White Star sinks with Novato Beaches, 250 cm. first bid $225. $215. Pic. - mail P.O. Box 36 brand new+k.
PERSONAL
Mary, available at midnight. Call 827-3379 or write R. J. LaForche, for directions. Anita.
Reach Woman, all my love from L.A. Ruby.
LOST
LOST: Car carrier with Driver's License, school ID, (if returned, if found, please call Barh, 488-

Sponsored by the Observer, Diocesan Publicity.

THE BEST of 40 ACRES POETRY

Brash, funny, subtle poetry - by black, white and Puerto Rican young people 13 to 20 years of age. Selected from "40 Acres And A Mule," Harlem's newspaper.

NEED WHIELS?

RENT-A-CAR

Charter Rentals
Mr. Honda
2335 N. Michigan 317-1574, or 317-1404
2340 N. Michigan 317-4669
1818 St. Rd. 33
317-5070

AS LOW AS $5.96/100

We rent to 31 year olds.
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Classified Ads
This is the season that Notre Dame hockey comes of age. After four years, 46 wins, 12 losses, six ties, some growing pains, recruiting setbacks, and a lot of hard work, Fighting Irish hockey has made the climb from a club sport to a viable program. It is the threshold of beginning what can be the greatest years in Notre Dame hockey history. These hopes will be his club's biggest season ever.

"I have the feeling that we'll put everything together this season," Senior Paul Regan, our Co-Captain, said. "We have a good number of juniors and seniors on the squad so we should have better balance, more maturity and guidance in the tough situations. The fact that we're an older, more experienced club will definitely be of benefit to us." 

Notre Dame was a young team a year ago, playing in the National Collegiate Hockey Association, and they were able to show up in several ways: in a 16-16 league record (14-26 overall) that left them in eighth place in the standings; in the fact that they lost 12 games by one goal or less; in occasional morale problems. But this year, Notre Dame coach John Carroll will have a roster who are juniors or seniors and five more Sophomores who have already learned the things that are different.

"The feeling of unity that this team has in our laughter, in our smiles. "I've been impressed with the intensity and the way they've focused on fundamentals in fall drills. There's a real competitive spirit."

The Irish will get a chance to use these improvements and advantages in the upcoming WCHA campaign thanks to an improvement in their defensive play. We now have better checking all over the ice.

"We've got a lot of guys that are good in the corners and who like to throw their weight around." The defensive play of the Notre Dame hockey team this year is a far cry from the days of giving up three goals in less than three minutes. The Irish defense has been the backbone of the team this year. They have been able to slow down the opponents and give the forwards a chance to score. The defense has been led by Senior Darcy Keating and, of course, by our Co-Captain, Paul Regan.

This yearthere's a difference

There is something very different about the Notre Dame hockey team this year. But to the casual observer, this team will not be obvious. With the exception of the goalies, the faces of our hockey fans will recognize very few familiar names. The year passes. Here are the ones who have been a part of the overall defensive picture and we must be concerned with playing team defense.

There's no shortage of talent or experience among the Irish defense corps. Seniors Bill Green and Mark Strohman form a steady defensive tandem with six years of varsity play behind them. Green, in his second year as co-captain, holds the record for an N.D. player in a straight season, form another time-come and LeHarmon and Ric Schauf round out the Irish blue line.

We've got a lot of guys that are good in the corners and who like to throw their weight around. The Irish defense has been the backbone of the team this year. They have been able to slow down the opponents and give the forwards a chance to score. The defense has been led by Senior Darcy Keating and, of course, by our Co-Captain, Paul Regan.

This yearthere's a difference

This yearthere's a difference

Capital's Corner

There is something very different about the Notre Dame hockey team this year. But to the casual observer, this team will not be obvious. With the exception of the goalies, the faces of our hockey fans will recognize very few familiar names. The year passes. Here are the ones who have been a part of the overall defensive picture and we must be concerned with playing team defense.

There's no shortage of talent or experience among the Irish defense corps. Seniors Bill Green and Mark Strohman form a steady defensive tandem with six years of varsity play behind them. Green, in his second year as co-captain, holds the record for an N.D. player in a straight season, form another time-come and LeHarmon and Ric Schauf round out the Irish blue line.

The two defensemen are primarily responsible for getting the puck out of their defensive zone. They must block shots, body check and keep the opposition away from their goal. The defense men must also play on the offensive. They are called upon, part of the offensive, to lead the play out of their own defensive zone. They must get the puck from the opposition and carry or pass the puck with their sticks out of their own end. In hockey terms, a defender needs to be a way hockey player.

The three forwards are called the "top six." They are responsible for coming up to the center of the ice and playing the puck with the other forwards. They must have an offensive advantage. They are responsible for coming up with the puck and getting it to the center of the ice. They must also have an offensive advantage. They are responsible for coming up with the puck and getting it to the center of the ice. They must also have a great feel for the game and be able to make the right pass to their teammates.

The forwards are responsible for coming up to the center of the ice and playing the puck with the other forwards. They must have an offensive advantage. They are responsible for coming up with the puck and getting it to the center of the ice. They must also have a great feel for the game and be able to make the right pass to their teammates.

The forwards are responsible for coming up to the center of the ice and playing the puck with the other forwards. They must have an offensive advantage. They are responsible for coming up with the puck and getting it to the center of the ice. They must also have a great feel for the game and be able to make the right pass to their teammates.

The forwards are responsible for coming up to the center of the ice and playing the puck with the other forwards. They must have an offensive advantage. They are responsible for coming up with the puck and getting it to the center of the ice. They must also have a great feel for the game and be able to make the right pass to their teammates.